A tight far-infrared -radio correlation similar to that in star-forming late-type galaxies is also indicated in star-forming blue early-type galaxies, in which the nuclear optical-line emissions are primarily due to star-forming activities without a significant contribution from active galactic nuclei. The average value of far-infrared to 1.4 GHz radio flux-ratio commonly represented as the ′ q ′ parameter is estimated to be 2.35 ± 0.05 with a scatter of 0.16 dex. The average star formation rate estimated using 1.4 GHz radio continuum is ∼ 6 M ⊙ yr −1 in good agreement with those estimated using far-infrared and Hα luminosities. The radio emission is detected mainly from central region which could be associated with the star-forming activities, most likely triggered by recent tidal interactions. The average thermal contribution to total radio flux is estimated to be ∼ 12 per cent. The average value of the magnetic field strengths in the star-forming early-type galaxies is estimated to be 12 +11 −4 µG. These magnetic fields are very likely generated via fast amplification in small-scale turbulent dynamos acting in the star-bursting regions.
INTRODUCTION
A tight correlation between radio-continuum (RC) emission and infrared (IR) emission from the nuclei of late-type starforming (SF) galaxies is known since the early studies of van der Kruit (1971 Kruit ( , 1973 . Later, a far-infrared -radio (FIR-RC) correlation was confirmed in the disks of different types of galaxies such as optical and infrared bright galaxies (Condon, Anderson & Helou 1991; Yun, Reddy & Condon 2001 ; hereafter Y01), dwarf irregular galaxies (e.g., Roychowdhury & Chengalur 2012) , Seyferts and lowionization nuclear emission regions -LINERs (e.g., Morić et al. 2010) , and Wolf-Rayet galaxies with nascent starformation (e.g., Jaiswal & Omar 2016) . A large number of studies on the FIR-RC correlations based on observations and theoretical modeling have been carried out. Almost all studies on SF galaxies indicate a tight FIR-RC correlation. Most of the FIR-RC correlations are constructed using total radio flux at cm-wavelengths, where galaxies usually have significant thermal radio emission (free-free) mixed with the dominating non-thermal (synchrotron) radio emission. Tight FIR-RC correlations have also been seen at meter-⋆ E-mail: aomar@aries.res.in wavelengths (Basu et al. 2012) where the thermal radio emission is negligible, and also in faint dwarf irregular galaxies where the thermal radio emission can be almost equal to the non-thermal radio component (Roychowdhury & Chengalur 2012) .
The FIR-RC correlation and its tightness are one of the unsolved mysteries in astronomy. The tight FIR-RC correlation is most often linked to the star-forming activities in galaxies. Harwit & Pacini (1975) proposed that both RC and FIR emission may be linked to massive stars in SF galaxies. According to a widely discussed scenario (Völk 1989; Xu 1990) , ultra-violet photons from the massive (M ≥8 M⊙) supernovae progenitor stars are considered as the main source for heating of dust in the inter-stellar medium (ISM), which in turn emits in IR wavebands. The same massive star population, which is also short-lived (≤10 Myr), undergo type-II supernova explosions in which the cosmic-ray (CR) particles are accelerated to the relativistic energies. These high-energy CR particles loose energy mainly via the synchrotron process in presence of galactic magnetic fields. This scenario requires a fine balance to be maintained between the complex processes of generating CR particles, escaping of CR electrons, synchrotron cooling time, magnetic field strengths and heating of dust so that a universal FIR-RC correlation can be obtained. Such a requirement appears almost like a 'conspiracy' and explanations for such a balance in galaxies with widely varying luminosities over several orders of magnitude are challenging. Nevertheless, several explanations highlighting the possibilities of interconnections between star-formation, dust heating, cosmicrays, and magnetic field to understand this apparent conspiracy have been given (Helou & Bicay 1993; Lisenfeld, Völk & Xu 1996; Nicklas & Beck 1997 ; Thompson et al. 2006; Lacki, Thompson & Quataert 2010) . The FIR-RC correlation is also explained via amplification of random turbulent magnetic fields through supernovae explosions in the ISM (Schleicher & Beck 2013) . Some alternate explanations such as the CR heating of molecular clouds and regulation of FIR and radio emission by hydrostatic pressure have also been discussed (Suchkov, Allen & Heckman 1993; Murgia et al. 2005) . The powerful active galactic nuclei (AGN) also display a FIR-RC correlation, however, the relations in AGNs are different and not very tight (Bally & Thronson 1989; Condon et al. 1991; Wrobel & Heeschen 1991; Colina & Pérez-Olea 1995; Miller & Owen 2001) . The tightness of the FIR-RC correlation in the SF galaxies has often been used to distinguish the AGN hosting SF galaxies from the SFdominant galaxies (e.g., Y01; Omar & Dwarakanath 2005) .
Studies on the FIR-RC correlation in SF early-type galaxies (ETG; lenticulars and ellipticals) are rare although a presence of ISM and star-formation in a large number of ETGs is known since the detection of dust in ETGs via the far-infrared (25µm−100µm) emission from the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS; Neugebauer et al. 1984; Jura 1986 ). The prime reason for this missing study in ETGs is the lack of strong star formation and a high possibility for the presence of AGN in these galaxies. Therefore, even if low-level SF activities were previously detected in a few ETGs, it was difficult to separate emissions from the ISM with that related to an AGN (Bally & Thronson 1989; Walsh et al. 1989; Wrobel & Heeschen 1991) . More recently, there are some studies on the FIR-RC correlation in nearby ETGs (Combes et al. 2007; Crocker et al. 2011; Nyland et al. 2017) . These studies reported larger scatter in the correlation in ETGs as compared to that in the late-type galaxies. Nyland et al. (2017) reported FIR-excess in many ETGs, selected from a sample of nearby ETGs in ATLAS 3D project (Cappellari et al. 2011) . These ETGs have low star formation rates (SFR) with a median value at nearly ∼ 0.15 M⊙ yr −1 (Davis et al. 2014) . A study of the FIR-RC correlation in five ETGs with high SFR (1 − 5 M⊙ yr −1 ) by Lucero & Young (2007) indicated a normal relation similar to that known in the late-type galaxies. Recently, Paswan & Omar (2016) found three ETGs with radio power L1.4GHz > 10 21 W Hz
having a normal FIR-RC relation. Since a cool 'cirrus' component related to low-mass/evolved stars is known to contribute to the total IR emission in galaxies (Helou 1986) , the FIR emission from galaxies with very low SFR is not expected to be tightly linked to the diffuse radio emission, related to massive star formation. The cirrus component can also introduce a non-linearity in the FIR-RC correlation towards low FIR luminosity (Y01). As there is already a hint that the FIR-RC correlation in ETGs with high SFR may be similar to that in the late-type galaxies, such studies need to be expanded to a larger sample of galaxies. The synchrotron radio detection from the SF galaxies can also be used to infer galactic magnetic fields (Beck & Krause 2005) . All star-forming late-type galaxies without any exception are detected with synchrotron radio emission (Condon 1992) . This detection establishes magnetic field in almost all late-type SF galaxies. The strengths of the magnetic fields derived using the synchrotron radio emission range from a few µG in galaxies with low SFR up to 100 µG in extreme star-burst galaxies (see Beck et al. 1996; Beck 2016) . The typical strengths are around 10 µG in normal SF spiral galaxies (e.g., Fitt & Alexander 1993) . Due to lack of strong star formation, studies of magnetic fields based on synchrotron radio detection are rare in ETGs. Nyland et al. (2017) made an attempt to constrain magnetic fields in ETGs, however, their sample has low SFR and could also be significantly contaminated by weak AGNs. The best examples close to the early-type morphologies are two early-type disk galaxies NGC 4736 (SAab) (Chyży & Buta 2008) and NGC 4594 (SAa) (Krause, Wielebinski & Dumke 2006) , in which both regular and random magnetic fields have been detected. In this paper, we present a study based on the FIR and RC emissions from a sample of ETGs with high SFR. The galaxies are selected from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) based galaxy-zoo project in which a unique population of nearby (z ∼ 0.02 − 0.05) blue star-forming ETGs without AGN was found (Schawinski et al. 2009; hereafter S09) . The average SFR is inferred as ∼ 5 M⊙ yr −1 from an analysis of the Hα emission from these ETGs. The nature of the optical emission-lines from the central region was inferred as due to star formation, based on the SDSS optical spectroscopy data. The majority of these galaxies are bulge-dominated ETGs with Sérsic index in the range 2 to 8 (George 2017) . The low redshift of these ETGs made it possible to search for RC emission in NRAO (National Radio Astronomy Observatory) VLA (Very Large Array) Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon et al. 1998) and Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-centimeters (FIRST; Becker, White & Helfand 1995) , and the FIR emission in the IRAS data-base. The estimates for the RC-based SFR and magnetic field are also presented in this paper. The value of the Hubble constant is taken at 68 km s −1 Mpc −1 (Planck Collaboration 2016).
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SAMPLE
A population of blue ETGs with more than 200 galaxies was detected in the VI data release (Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2008) of the SDSS in the redshift range of 0.02 < z < 0.05 (S09). The SDSS provides broad-band five-color photometry and optical spectroscopy within a 3 ′′ region in the visible wavelength range for about one-third of the sky using a 2.5-meter optical telescope (Gunn et al. 2006) . S09 presented a comprehensive analysis in terms of color, classifications based on the optical-line emissions, star-formation rates based on the Hα emission, masses, and environments of these galaxies. A summary of the properties of these galaxies based on the analysis presented in S09 is given here. The u − r optical colors of the blue ETGs are in the range of 1.3 − 2.5 in comparison to the redder colors (2.5 − 3.0) of quiescent ETGs. The nature of the emission from the central (∼ 3 ′′ ) region of these galaxies was classified based 10 M⊙) without any massive red-sequence early-type system. These blue ETGs are rare and make up nearly 6 per cent of the low-redshift ETG population. These blue ETGs are residing in low galaxy-density environments. The difference in the local density was also visible as a function of color in the sense that the bluer galaxies are found in lower density environments compared to their red counterparts at the same velocity dispersion (S09). These blue ETGs are not residing in the central regions of cluster of galaxies. These properties make it a unique sample of starforming ETGs, which was not available before. The SFRs were estimated in the range of 0.5 − 21 M⊙ yr −1 from the Hα line-flux within the central 3 ′′ region extrapolated to the optical extents of the galaxies (S09). The bluer earlytype galaxies in this sample tend to show higher SFR on average (Paswan & Omar 2016) . They also showed a hint that the SFR is linked to the central stellar velocity dispersion in the sense that the SFR decreases in galaxies with σ beyond ∼ 100 km s −1 . This trend in SFR with σ is consistent with some semi-analytical models in which less-massive galaxies with lower σ within 80 -240 km s −1 are predicted to experience star formation (e.g., Schawinski, Khochfar & Kaviraj 2006) . Therefore, it appears that the star-forming ETGs in the S09 sample are having unique environmental and physical properties which are allowing these galaxies to harbor intense star-forming activities.
The morphological designation of these galaxies as presented in S09 was somewhat uncertain as it was based on visual classifications. Most of the galaxies were classified as E/S0. Recently, George (2017) presented structural analysis of the SF galaxies in the S09 sample through Sérsic profile fitting to the optical surface brightness. This analysis provides a quantitative parameter Sérsic index, which can be better than qualitative visual classification of galaxy morphology. In our radio-detected sample, thirty-two galaxies showed Sérsic index in the range 2 − 8 indicating bulge dominance in these systems, and 6 galaxies have the index < 2 indicating a possibility for the presence of a disc component. The analysis presented by George (2017) also showed that after subtracting a best-fit Sérsic profile, the residual images of several galaxies show significant deviations from a smooth light distribution. These deviations are identified as signatures of tidal debris in form of tidal tails, shells and asymmetric excess-light. The residual images also show circumnuclear ring-like structure. These galaxies also follow the tight Kormendy scaling-relation (see Kormendy 1977) between the effective radius and the mean surface brightness at the effective radius. The Kormendy relation is followed by early-type galaxies. This analysis confirms these galaxies as early-types without an ambiguity.
RADIO AND FAR-INFRARED PROPERTIES OF THE SAMPLE
The radio emission at 1.4 GHz was searched in 55 starforming ETGs using the NVSS and FIRST images. These images were made using the aperture-synthesis interferometric technique (Ryle & Hewish 1960) . The NVSS is a low angular resolution (45 ′′ beam) survey with typical rms of ∼ 0.45 mJy beam −1 in the images while the FIRST is a relatively higher angular resolution (5 ′′ beam) survey with a typical rms of ∼ 0.15 mJy beam −1 . The radio images were visually examined for possible detections at the optical locations of the galaxies. Four locations have no observations in the FIRST survey and two source locations appeared confused with a strong background radio source in the vicinity. This reduces our sample to 53 galaxies. The rms (noise) variations among the images or within the images were normally within ±0.02 mJy beam −1 for the FIRST images, and ±0.05 mJy beam −1 for the NVSS images. We detected radio emission in 22 galaxies in the FIRST and 21 galaxies in the NVSS with a total of 17 common detections in FIRST and NVSS. The radio detections are listed in Table 1 . The radio images of two galaxies are presented in Fig. 1 and the remaining images are provided in the Appendix. The upper limits to the radio flux density for the undetected galaxies are taken as 0.5 mJy and 1.5 mJy in the FIRST and NVSS images respectively. The SNRs in these detections are above 5, except in two cases where the SNR is nearly 3. Although the radio detections reported here do not have very high SNR, the detections are made in two independent surveys and therefore are highly reliable.
Among the common detections made in the FIRST and NVSS images, it was found that the radio flux densities of the sources estimated from the two surveys differ slightly. In the interferometric aperture synthesis imaging technique, the sensitivity to detect extended radio emission depends on the source size and the density of measurements at short interferometric baselines. Due to low-resolution (45 ′′ ) and high density of measurements taken at short baselines, the NVSS images are not expected to loose any significant flux provided the radio extents of the sources are similar to the optical extents (up to 40 ′′ ) of the galaxies in our sample. Becker et al. (1995) showed that the FIRST images can reliably detect sources up to ∼ 30 ′′ and ∼ 9 ′′ extent for total flux greater than nearly 30 mJy and 3 mJy respectively. The radio flux densities of the sources detected here are less than 6 mJy. Therefore, it is possible that some sources (S09 ID: 129, 86, 58, 182, 52, 103) , for which the flux densities estimated from the FIRST images are substantially lower compared to that estimated using the NVSS images, are extended beyond 10 ′′ extent. The maximum difference is ∼ 2.7 mJy among these sources. We also noticed that some sources (S09 ID: 172, 215, 180) have flux density estimated from the FIRST image slightly higher than that estimated using the Notes: (1) a The sizes are the major axis diameter, as published in the NASA Extra-galactic Database-(NED; https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/) using Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) and SDSS photometry.
(2) A 'x' value means no data was available for the given location. Figure 1 . The 1.4 GHz radio contours at 3×rms and 5×rms levels plotted over gray-scale SDSS g-band images of two radio-detected star-forming early-type galaxies. The dark (red) contours are for the NVSS images and the light (yellow) contours are for the FIRST images. Typical values of the rms are 0.15 ± 0.02 mJy and 0.45 ± 0.05 mJy for the FIRST and NVSS contours respectively. The images for the remaining galaxies are provided in the Appendix.
NVSS image. The differences in all the cases are less than ∼ 0.7 mJy. When comparing the point-like radio sources in the FIRST and the NVSS images, White et al. (1997) found that the difference in flux density estimated from the two surveys is a function of flux density. According to their analysis, the sources with flux densities above ∼ 10 mJy show little scatter, however, weaker sources (< 5 mJy) can show difference up to ±1 mJy. This difference arises mainly due to noise, flux estimation errors and deconvolution errors. We do not find any source for which the flux density estimated from the FIRST image was substantially (> 1 mJy) higher compared to that estimated using the NVSS image. Therefore, the minor differences (< 0.7 mJy) in the flux densities estimated from the two surveys can be due to estimation errors and not due to any intrinsic variation in the source flux.
The far-infrared emissions at 60 µm and 100 µm were searched using the online IRAS Scan Processing and Integration (scanpi) tool, which performs 1-dimensional averaging of all the IRAS scans taken for a location in the sky (Helou et al. 1988 ). The IRAS revised bright galaxy sample is constructed using an earlier version of this tool (Sanders et al. 2003) . The scanpi processing tool is known to provide a factor of 2 to 5 gain in the sensitivity over that in the IRAS point source catalogue. The scanpi has been reliably used in some studies to get FIR fluxes for weak extended sources (e.g., Lisenfeld et al. 2007 ). The effective resolution of the IRAS data products is ∼ 2 ′ . We extracted the peak flux densities from the noise-weighted mean of all the IRAS scans using the scanpi tool. Typical rms were nearly 0.04 Jy and 0.12 Jy at 60 µm and 100 µm respectively. The detections using the scanpi are made here above 0.1 Jy and 0.3 Jy at 60µm and 100µm respectively. In comparison, the IRAS faint source catalogue has sources above 0.2 Jy and 1.0 Jy at 60µm and 100µm respectively. The detections with 60 µm and 100 µm flux densities are listed in Table 1 . The upper limits to the flux for the undetected galaxies are taken as 2.5 times the local rms in the scanpi co-added scan.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Far-infrared radio correlation
The flux densities at the FIR and radio bands were converted to luminosities using the standard relations A1 and A2 given in the Appendix A. Out of 53 galaxies listed in Table 1 , a total of 32 galaxies with Sérsic index ≥ 2 and 6 galaxies with Sérsic index < 2 have radio detections, for which the RC and FIR luminosities are listed in Table 2 . Since the galaxies with Sérsic index < 2 are likely to have a disk, we do not consider such galaxies as early-type. The SF ETGs with Sér-sic index ≥ 2 have log (L1.4GHz/W Hz −1 ) ∼ 22.02 ± 0.08. The FIR luminosity log (LFIR/L⊙) for the SF ETGs with Sérsic index ≥ 2 is ∼ 10.33 ± 0.07 and ∼ 10.22 ± 0.07 for the radio-detected and the FIR detected sample respectively. The upper end (L1.4GHz ∼ 10 23 W Hz −1 ) of the radio luminosity range of the galaxies in this sample is consistent with that seen in the star-forming late-type galaxies in groups of galaxies (e.g. Omar & Dwarakanath 2005) and also in nearby clusters of galaxies (e.g., Reddy & Yun 2004) . The ratio of total FIR to radio flux density (or luminosity), commonly represented by a logarithmic ′ q ′ parameter (see equations A3 and A4 in the Appendix A) is plotted in Fig. 2 against the FIR luminosity and the radio luminosity. The reference average value for the ′ q ′ parameter is taken as 2.34 from Y01, along with two values at 1.86 and 2.82, indicating a deviation (excess or deficiency) of about three times in radio or FIR luminosity. Our choice of three-times deviation is somewhat stricter than the five-times deviation criterion used in Y01 to identify normal SF late-type galaxies without an AGN component. We used only the NVSS flux density for estimating the ′ q ′ parameter as both IRAS and NVSS surveys are sensitive to detect emissions to the full optical extent of the galaxies studied here. Fig. 2 indicates that all the SF ETGs are within the limits of three-times deviation in FIR or RC luminosity. The AGNs are normally identified as radio-excess galaxies with ′ q ′ values significantly smaller than the average (Y01, Omar & Dwarakanath 2005) . We do not find any radio-excess galaxies in our sample of SF ETGs.
The FIR-RC correlations are known to be slightly nonlinear (e.g., Nikalas & Beck 1997; Y01, Morić et al. 2010; Schleicher & Beck 2013) at IR luminosities below ∼ 10 9 L⊙ and radio luminosities above ∼ 10 23 W Hz −1 . This nonlinearity can be checked from Fig. 2 . For a non-linear relation, ′ q ′ will not be a constant and depend upon radio or FIR luminosity. For our sample with limited luminosity range, ′ q ′ is consistent with being constant. These plots also indicate that the galaxies studied here are not falling within that range of luminosities, where non-linearities in the FIR-RC correlations are prominent and were reported previously. The scatter (rms of residuals) in the ′ q ′ parameter for the SF ETGs is estimated to be 0.16 dex, which is similar to that known for the late-type galaxies. The average value of the ′ q ′ parameter for the SF ETGs is estimated here at 2.35 ± 0.05, which is very close to the known average value of 2.34 ± 0.01 for a large sample of SF late-type galaxies (Y01). This is a strong indication that a tight FIR-RC correlation also exists in the SF early-type galaxies.
Nature of radio emission
The FIRST images show centrally concentrated radio emission in all the galaxies in our sample. The angular resolution of 5 ′′ in the FIRST images corresponds to nearly 2 kpc and 5 kpc of physical scales at the redshift of 0.02 and 0.05 respectively. Therefore, the FIRST images are sampling a large circum-nuclear region in these galaxies. It is also interesting to note that the residual optical images after a Sérsic profile fit to the light distribution in these galaxies show a circum-nuclear ring-like morphology of typical extent less than 10 ′′ (George 2017) . This indicates that the star formation in these galaxies is most likely taking place in the circum-nuclear rings. Such circum-nuclear SF rings are common in early-type galaxies (Pogge & Eskridge 1993; Comerón et al. 2014; Kostiuk & Silchenko 2015) . Intense far-ultraviolet emission indicating ongoing star-formation has been detected from the rings seen in the Hubble space telescope images of some S0 galaxies (Salim et al. 2012 ). These SF rings around galaxies are believed to be formed by resonances (Schommer & Sullivan 1976) due to nonaxisymmetric gravitational potential and accretion of gas (Buta & Combes 1996) . Therefore, we believe that the radio emission detected in the FIRST images is most likely associated with the star-forming circum-nuclear regions in these galaxies. Since the resolution (45 ′′ ) in the NVSS images is much lower compared to that in the FIRST images (5 ′′ ) and also compared to the optical sizes (< 41 ′′ ) of the galaxies, it is difficult to compare morphology of the NVSS radio emission with that of the FIRST radio emission.
The powerful AGNs usually have their 1.4 GHz radio luminosities above ∼ 10 23 W Hz −1 . Since the galaxies studied here have radio luminosities in the range 10 21.5 − 10 22.4 W Hz −1 , large contaminations due to AGN are not expected. The optical line analyses as presented in S09 carefully isolated AGN hosting SF galaxies from the SF-dominant galaxies. The analyses of population fraction and star-formation history of various types (SF, AGN+SF, WEL) of ETGs indicate that the peak of AGN activity starts roughly 0.5 Gyr after the star-burst phase (Schawinski et al. 2007 ). Paswan & Omar (2016) analysed colors of the galaxies in the S09 sample studied here, and predicted similar time-scales for AGN trigger, which within < 1 Gyr was also predicted to suppress star-formation. The star-bursts in interacting disk galaxies do not last more than nearly 50 Myr (Bernlöhr 1993; Mihos & Hernquist 1994) . Therefore, intense SF and peak AGN activities in ETGs appear well separated in time. Despite these isolations, a contamination from a weak AGN in SF galaxies can not be ruled out in absence of higher resolution radio images. Nevertheless, some more arguments in favor of the radio emission being mainly related to the star formation in these galaxies can be given. A radio image stacking analysis of the WEL sample of ETGs drawn from the same S09 sample studied here, showed a residual average 1.4 GHz radio luminosity as 10 20.3 W Hz −1 in absence of intense star-formation (Paswan & Omar 2006) . Therefore, AGNs are weak in these galaxies in general.
The similarity in the average value and the scatter of the ′ q ′ parameter in these ETGs with those for the late-type galaxies is also a strong indicator that the majority of radio and FIR emission is likely of a non-AGN origin. Morić et al. (2010) found in a sample of SF and AGN galaxies, that the ′ q ′ value decreases with increasing radio luminosity. Their analysis showed a weak negative trend between the ′ q ′ parameter and the 1.4 GHz radio luminosity in the range 10 22 and 10 25 W Hz −1 . The lower ′ q ′ values at higher radio luminosities are possibly due to increased contribution of AGNs to the radio luminosity. The trend becomes prominent at radio luminosities above 10 23 W Hz −1 . Ivison et al. (2010) also reported that the ′ q ′ parameter starts showing significantly increased contribution in the radio continuum at L1.4GHz ≥ 10 22.7 W Hz −1 . Moreover, Colina et al. (1995) showed that in radio-quite AGNs, pure starburst model can successfully reproduce the observed FIR-RC correlation in majority of galaxies. Since the radio luminosities of the galaxies in our sample are below 10 22.4 W Hz −1 , we expect that our sample is not contaminated significantly by an AGN-related radio emission. The nearby SF galaxies, in which high-resolution radio images are available, typically < 10 per cent of the total radio emission comes from a compact un-resolved core indicative of an AGN (Hill et al. 2001 ). Therefore, we assume a minor contribution at 10 per cent level to the total radio emission from the AGN-related emission. We have subtracted this component while estimating SFR and magnetic field.
Star formation rates
The star formation rates can be estimated from the radio and FIR luminosities using the standard conversion relations (see equations A5, A6 and A9 in the Appendix). For several cases, a radio detection corresponding to the FIR or the Hα detection is missing. We find that the radio non-detections are consistent with the sensitivity limits of the two radio surveys, given a low level of star forming activities in these galaxies indicated by a weaker FIR or Hα emission. The average SFR for the SF ETGs with Sérsic index ≥ 2 estimated from radio, FIR and Hα are ∼ 5.9, ∼ 6.5, and ∼ 5.3 
M⊙ yr
−1 respectively. The average SFRs for the common sources detected in both radio and Hα are nearly identical at the values of 5.9 and 6.1 M⊙ yr −1 respectively. Therefore, the average SFRs estimated using three indicators (radio, FIR, and Hα) are in general consistent with each other. It is to be noted that the radio-SFRs are estimated after subtracting 10 per cent flux (i.e., assumed AGN component) from the total radio flux. In majority of cases, differences in the SFRs estimated using luminosities in different wavebands are well within a factor of two. This difference can arise due to several uncertainties inherent in the calibration factor to convert luminosity into SFR.
The SFR estimates are sensitive to variation in the initial mass function (IMF) and the star formation history (Calzetti 2012) . The FIR emission usually traces star formation up to ∼ 100 Myr, while the Hα emission traces more recent (∼ 10 Myr) star formation. In case of constant star formation over the past 100 Myr period, different SFR tracers are likely to provide similar estimates for the SFR in a galaxy. If IMFs are bottom-heavy (La Barbera, Ferreras & Vazdekis 2015) , less number of the massive stars responsible for the synchrotron radio emission will be formed. Such IMFs can increase FIR to radio luminosity ratio. The FIR emission is also sensitive to additional parameters such as fraction of the ionizing photons absorbed by hydrogen and dust absorption efficiency of the non-ionizing photons from the young stars (e.g., Inoue, Hirashita & Kamaya 2000) . Moreover, total FIR flux from galaxies without an AGN originates in two components, viz., cold cirrus heated by low-mass/evolved stars and warm dust heated by the young massive stars (Helou 1986) . The cirrus component is not linked to recent massive star formation whereas the dominating synchrotron radio emission traces massive star formation activities over a few 100 Myr. A presence of weak AGN can also modify luminosities to some extent in different wave-bands. Overall, comparisons between SFRs estimated from different tracers are complicated due to the reasons discussed above and it is often worth to estimate SFRs in a galaxy from all the wavebands. We noticed that SFRs estimates for only three galaxies (S09 IDs -61,77,175) deviate significantly (more than a factor of 3) in different wavebands. These deviations may be due to combinations of several possibilities discussed above.
Thermal-radio fraction
The radio emissions from the SF galaxies contain a small thermal component due to the free-free emission from the non-relativistic electrons in the star-forming regions. The thermal radio emission can be estimated from the Hα flux density (or luminosity) as both the emissions are linked to the ionized region powered by the massive stars. The Hα luminosities were estimated using the Hα based SFR provided in S09. Since the Hα measurements as provided in S09 were extrapolated values for the full extents of galaxies from the measurements made via 3 ′′ SDSS fibre values, such values may have large uncertainty. Therefore, we also estimated thermal-radio fraction using FIR emission as the FIR emission also traces star formation and the FIR measurements from the IRAS are un-resolved for the sizes of the galaxies in this sample. The average of the Hα-based and the FIR-based estimates for the thermal-radio fraction is provided in Table 2 . This analysis is reproduced in the Appendix (see equations A5, A6, A7, A8). The average value of the thermal-radio fraction at 1.4 GHz for the SF ETGs with Sérsic index ≥ 2 is estimated to be ∼ 12 per cent. It may be noted that both FIR and Hα emission provided almost same mean value for the thermal-radio fraction in the range of 3−33 % for these galaxies. The average value of the thermal-radio fraction in SF ETGs in our sample is similar to that obtained for the late-type star-forming galaxies (e.g., Condon 1992; Condon, Cotton & Broderick 2002) .
Magnetic field in star-forming circum-nuclear region
The magnetic fields in late-type galaxies usually have a regular field component and a turbulent field component (see e.g., Beck 2016) . The regular and turbulent field components can be separated with the help of sensitive radio polarization measurements which are not available for our sample. Here, we estimate total magnetic field in the star-forming ETGs based on the derived synchrotron radio flux from the ISM. The synchrotron flux is taken as 0.78 times the observed radio flux in the FIRST images to remove the assumed 10 per cent contribution due to a possibility of weak AGN as discussed in Sect. 4.2 and 12 per cent average contribution from the thermal-radio component as estimated in Sect. 4.4. The magnetic fields can be estimated via an assumption made from one of the three plausible scenarios -(i) An equipartition between the total energy densities of CR particles and that of the magnetic field, (ii) A pressure equilibrium between the energy densities of CR particles and that of the magnetic field, (iii) Minimizing total energy density. Beck & Krause (2005) discussed these scenarios in detail and provide formulae to estimate magnetic field. The methods to estimate magnetic field in the ISM are described in the Appendix (see equations A10, A11). The radio synchrotron surface brightness (mJy arcsec −2 ) and total path length in the emitting medium are needed to estimate magnetic field using equation A11. These values are not available directly in absence of a detailed high-resolution map of the radio emission. As star-formations in the ETGs are most likely taking place in a ring-like structure, we assume a flattened geometry for estimating field strengths. The source size fitting through deconvolution is not expected to be fruitful due to poor SNR in the radio images. The FIRST images are known to recover radio flux up to ∼ 9 ′′ extent for a flux density ∼ 3 mJy (Becker et al. 1995) . We used a radio source size of nearly 10 ′′ × 10 ′′ for all the galaxies in our sample. This size is also consistent with the typical extent of the circum-nuclear rings detected in the optical surface brightness analysis presented by George (2017) . The thickness of the synchrotron emitting medium at 1.4 GHz was taken as 1 to 2 kpc in the estimates of field strengths made for the late-type galaxies (Fitt & Alexander 1993) . On the other hand, the turbulent field scale-heights and the CR diffusion scale-lengths in the diffuse ISM of galaxies are estimated up to several kpc from the disk (see Beck et al. 1996) . We used here the path length as 4 kpc to estimate total magnetic field in absence of high (sub-kpc) angular resolution radio images. Our choice for the path length is somewhere between that used by Fitt & Alexander (1993) and estimates for the diffuse ISM given in Beck et al. (1996) . The non-thermal radio spectral indices for the ETGs studied here are not known. We assumed spectral index as ∼ 0.75 following the observed values of spectral index in the latetype star-forming galaxies (Condon 1992) .
The fields were estimated using the formulation provided in Eq. A11. The estimates of the magnetic fields can be highly uncertain due to poor constraints on the geometry of the synchrotron emitting region. Therefore, we also estimated lower and upper bounds to the estimated field strengths assuming a range of parameters. We took the bounds for the source size as 7 ′′ and 13 ′′ , and those for the path-length as 2 kpc and 6 kpc. We obtain an error due to these uncertainties (source size, path-length and spectral index) as +11/ − 4 µG for the average estimated field at ∼ 12 µG for the SF ETGs. It is to be noted here that some other fixed parameters (e.g., electron to proton ratio at 100, and spectral index as ∼ 0.75) used in the calculation are also uncertain, and their effects are not included here.
DISCUSSIONS
The S09 sample of ETGs with high SFR provided an opportunity to study FIR and RC relation in ETGs. We found that the average and scatter of the ′ q ′ parameter of the SF ETGs are similar to the SF late type galaxies. This is a strong indication that a linear relation between radio continuum and far-infrared luminosity is obeyed by star-forming ETGs also. Previously, Nyland et al. (2017) reported high FIR to radio ratio (high ′ q ′ value) in about 20 per cent galaxies in the ATLAS 3D sample of ETGs, and discussed several radio-deficiency scenarios in ETGs including a possibility of lower magnetic fields. We do not find any large deviation in the ′ q ′ parameter for the SF ETGs in the S09 sample. A close inspection of the properties of the galaxies in the S09 and ATLAS 3D samples reveals two major differences. The ATLAS 3D galaxies have low median SFR (∼ 0.15 M⊙ yr −1 ; Davis et al. 2014 ) and high median stellar velocity dispersion (130 km s −1 ; Cappellari et al. 2013) compared to the S09 sample (<SFR>= 5 − 6 M⊙ yr −1 and median stellar velocity dispersion 80 km s −1 ). The radio luminosities of the ATLAS 3D galaxies are in fact closer to those estimated for the WEL galaxies in the S09 sample (Paswan & Omar 2016) . Our estimates for the magnetic field do not indicate a possibility of weak field in the star-forming ETGs at high SFRs.
It is also worth to make a comparison of our study with the studies on the FIR-RC correlation on 'blue-cloud' galaxies at intermediate and high redshifts (Sargent et al. 2010; Jarvis et al. 2010; Ivison et al. 2010; Bourne et al. 2011; Basu et al. 2015) . The blue-cloud galaxies also show tight FIR-RC correlation, constructed using stacking of radio and IR images. The blue-cloud galaxies are also star-forming galaxies, selected based on their blue colors and contain similar galaxies in terms of stellar mass and SFR, as studied in this paper. However, the optical morphologies of the blue-cloud galaxies are presently unknown. Therefore, the sample of the blue ETGs studied here is unique in the sense that it is morphologically confirmed sample of blue star-forming early-type galaxies selected based on colors and optical spectroscopy.
It is worth to point out some possibilities which may affect a FIR-RC relation in ETGs. The IMF variations in ETGs with high stellar velocity dispersion may affect the FIR-RC correlation as the IMFs are known to be strongly linked to stellar velocity dispersion in galaxies (La Barbera et al. 2015) . The IMFs may become bottom-heavy at higher stellar velocity dispersions. A bottom-heavy IMF produces relatively more number of low-mass stars as compared to those expected in the Kroupa IMF (Kroupa 2002 ) for a fixed total mass of all the stars. A bottom-heavy IMF can therefore substantially alter supernovae rates and hence the radio synchrotron emission. The FIR-RC correlation in massive ETGs may be affected by a bottom-heavy IMF. A significant bottom-heavy IMF is not expected in the S09 sample of galaxies due to their low stellar velocity dispersion. Therefore, the S09 sample of ETGs has some unique properties, which make these galaxies suitable for having a normal and tight FIR-RC correlation similar to the late-type galaxies. It appears that the radio luminosities (10 21.5 − 10 22.4 W Hz −1 ) of the ETGs in the S09 sample are in a range, above which the the AGN contribution to the radio flux becomes more significant and below which the cirrus component contribution to the IR flux becomes more significant.
The FIR-RC relation is also linked to field amplification in turbulence driven by supernova explosions of the massive stars (Tabatabaei et al. 2013; Schleicher & Beck 2013; Schober, Schleicher & Klessen 2016) . Although the estimates of magnetic field in galaxies can be uncertain due to various unknown parameters and assumptions made, the field strengths estimated in the SF ETGs are not too different from those measured in SF late-type galaxies using nearly identical assumptions and choice of parameters. The current theories explain magnetic fields in spiral galaxies via a 3-stage process of seeding, amplifying and ordering. The seed fields can be generated in the young Universe by various possibilities such as purely primordial (Durrer & Neronov 2013) , cosmological structure formation (Lazar et al. 2009 ), plasma fluctuations in protogalaxies (Schlickeiser & Felten 2013) , Biermann mechanism in primordial supernovae remnants (Hanayama et al. 2005) , or jets from the first black holes (Rees 2005) . The cosmological seed fields can be amplified in galaxies to the equipartition field strengths at nearly 10 µG level in 10−100 Myr of time, in highly efficient smallscale dynamos driven by the turbulence generated in the supernova explosions (Balsara et al. 2004; Arshakian et al. 2009; Schober et al. 2012; Beck et al. 2012; Schleicher & Beck 2013 ). The turbulent kinetic energy is converted into the magnetic energy in small-scale dynamos. This amplified field is random. The field can become regular and ordered by the large-scale dynamos acting in the differential rotation of the ISM in spiral galaxies over a few giga-years of time . Regular fields are not expected here due to lack of ordered motions in elliptical galaxies. However, it may be noted that a possibility for field regularization over a few giga-year of time-scales in some dynamical components such as the rings in ETGs has been discussed (Moss et al. 2016) . Large-scale magnetic fields can also be generated via cosmicray driven dynamos as discussed in Hanasz et al. (2009) . All these scenarios will be worth to examine with new observations. Our estimates for the magnetic fields (∼ 12 µG) in the circum-nuclear SF regions are therefore in good agreement with those predicted from small-scale dynamos acting in turbulence, driven by the type-II supernovae in the starbursting regions.
The star formation in the blue ETGs is very likely triggered by recent tidal interactions, which could be inferred from the optical images (George 2017) . Since the random magnetic fields decay as a power-law in absence of continuous injection of turbulent energy (e.g., Beck et al. 2012 ), we do not expect quiescent low-mass ETGs to have strong magnetic fields after a few hundred Myr of cessation of a previous episode of star-burst. Strong central starbursts in interacting disk galaxies are predicted to last for durations shorter than 50 Myr (Bernlöhr 1993; Mihos & Hernquist 1994 ). This in turn implies that the observed magnetic fields in the star-forming ETGs are very likely amplified during the present starburst. If turbulent field amplifications were taking significantly longer as compared to the star-formation period, this would have possibly resulted into a large scatter or deviation in FIR-RC relations (e.g., the ′ q ′ parameter) in ETGs which was not seen in the present study. The fast field-amplification in turbulent dynamos is also consistent with the observed correlation between the turbulent field strength and the SFR on sub-galactic scales in some other galaxies (e.g., Tabatabaei et al. 2013; Chyży 2008) . Our inference is in good agreement with the theories of random field amplification in turbulent dynamos.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
We presented here the FIR-RC correlation in terms of the ratio of FIR to RC luminosity ( ′ q ′ parameter) in a sample of star-forming ETGs in the redshift range of 0.02 − 0.05, selected from the SDSS. The early-type morphology was identified with the Sérsic index values equal to or above 2. The star-forming nature was identified using the optical-line diagnostics schemes. These galaxies are characterized by blue colors (u − r < 2.5), intermediate stellar masses (a few times 10 10 M⊙) and central stellar velocity dispersion between 40 and 150 km s −1 . This sample is a unique morphologically confirmed sample of star-forming early-type galaxies, which is not contaminated from powerful central AGN sources. The main conclusions from this study are as follows:
(1) The average value of the ′ q ′ parameter for the starforming ETGs is estimated to be 2.35 ± 0.05 with a scatter of 0.16 dex. These values are similar to those seen in the late-type star-forming galaxies.
(2) The 1.4 GHz radio emission in the VLA FIRST images is detected mainly from the circum-nuclear star-bursting region.
(3) The thermal radio continuum fraction in the starforming ETGs is estimated at around 12 per cent, similar to that in the late-type galaxies.
(4) The average star formation rate in the star-forming ETGs in our sample estimated using the radio continuum is ∼ 6 M⊙ yr −1 . This value is consistent with those estimated using FIR and Hα emission.
(5) The average value of the magnetic field strengths in star-forming early-type galaxies is estimated to be 12
µG in the circum-nuclear region for a range of synchrotron path length as 2 − 6 kpc, a range of source angular size as 7 ′′ − 13 ′′ , and for an assumed radio spectral index as ∼ 0.75.
(6) These magnetic fields are very likely generated via fast amplification in small-scale turbulent dynamos driven by supernovae explosions in the star-bursting regions.
It will be worth to take up follow-up studies on this sample of ETGs. The high resolution (< 1 kpc-scale) multifrequency radio imaging will be very valuable as it will provide estimates for the spectral index and resolve emissions on sub-galactic scales. The magnetic fields can then be better constrained in compact star-bursting regions. This unique sample of ETGs with high SFR will be an excellent target for radio polarization measurements to understand further evolution of magnetic field, particularly to assess the existence of large-scale magnetic field structure and their possible origin. The estimated values of radio and infrared luminosities, star-formation rates, ′ q ′ parameter, thermal-radio fraction, and magnetic field in the radio-detected sample of blue ETGs.
Gal. Sérsic a log log log log George (2017) . b The SFR based on Hα emission within 3 ′′ SDSS fibre is directly taken from S09. c SFRs estimated using FIRST radio flux and are considered as lower limits.
A 'x' value means no data was available for the given location.
absence of spectral-index measurements, the simplified classical relation to estimate galactic magnetic field in terms of the synchrotron surface flux density measured at 1.4 GHz, and assuming α ∼ 0.75, can be written as: It is to be noted here that at significantly flatter or steeper spectral index than 0.75, the above equation requires significant corrections as pointed out in Beck & Krause (2005) .
APPENDIX B: RADIO IMAGES
The remaining radio-contour images overlaid upon the greyscale SDSS g-band images are presented here. The images are made following the same contour scheme as in the Fig. 1 .
